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Overview and aims
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Overview

- Submissions to the German / 

Polish Forecast Hub 

- October 10 2020  - March 1 2021

- 3 Models submitted: 

a. Crowd forecast

b. A model based on the renewal 

equation

c. A convolution model 

- continued submission to ECDC 

Hub
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Aims

- Provide value to the Forecast Hub

- Disentangle the role of human 

influence: 

1. a completely untuned model 

based in epidemiological 

theory

2. a completely tuned model 

with no theory

3. an ensemble of semi-tuned 

models
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The models
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The renewal 
equation model

- based on the R package EpiNow2

- future cases 

= weighted sum of past cases * Rt

- Estimates Rt (using a gaussian 

process) and then just predicts a 

constant Rt into the future
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The convolution 
model

- only death forecasts

- models deaths as a convolution of 

cases with a delay distribution and 

a scaling parameter 
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The crowd 
forecasts

- R shiny app

- Data stored in a google sheet

- app.crowdforecastr.org
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Number of forecasts
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Results
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Observed values and 2 week ahead predictions
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Evaluation metrics
WIS = sharpness + overprediction      

+ underprediction  

Calibration

- bias (between -1 and 1)

- coverage 
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Aggregate results (2 weeks ahead)
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Distribution of weighted interval scores (2 weeks ahead)
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Scores for different forecast horizons
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Contribution to the Hub ensemble (2 weeks ahead)
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Contribution to the Hub ensemble median (2 weeks ahead)
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Takeaways

- Ensembles are stable, but rarely 

brilliant

- Even ‘bad’ models can make a 

positive contribution

- humans are 

- good at predicting cases

- worse at deaths

- overconfident
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Current and future work
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Crowd Rt forecasts
- humans forecast Rt

- renewal equation maps Rt to cases 

and deaths

- rt-app.crowdforecastr.org
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ECDC Hub - regular submissions to the hub

- few participants in many countries
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UK COVID-19 
Crowd Forecasting 

Challenge

- 12 weeks

- started May 24th

- users can use both apps

Tell your friends about it!
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UK crowdforecasting challenge - Rt vs. non-Rt
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Thank you for your attention
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